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How to Pairing QCY T2C/T1S/QS2
TWS Earbuds with your Phone?
By  Joe Horner  2019-11-28  5159   0

When you get the QCY T2C/T1S/QS2 TWS, the first thing is to turn it on and do a headphone test. And then, you
need to connect the QCY T2C/T1S/QS2 true wireless stereo earphone with your iPhone or Android phone. In this
post, we will cover all the pairing steps about QCY T2C/T1S/QS2.

 

The QCY T2C, QCY T1S and QCY QS2 are the same product with different model name. Moreover, the QCY
T2C is aimed at China market and the QCY T1S and QCY QS2 are focus on global market, which changed the
packing materialin order to suitable for long distance transport.

QCY T2C/T1S/QS2 TWS Earbuds First Pairing Steps

All of the QCY T2C, QCY T1S and QCY QS2 are featured with Bluetooth 5.0 and compatible with both iPhone
and Android phone. In addition, there is no primary or vice earbud, both the left or right earphone can work
alone using independently or enjoy the dual ear surround sound quality.

 

Step 1: take both of the QCY T1s earbuds out of the battery box and wait one of the headphones blinking
red and green.

Step 2: enable the phone Bluetooth and search the "QCY-T1s", then, choose it.

Step 3: after connected, the LED light in the earbud will goes off.

Reconnect QCY T2C/T1S/QS2 TWS Earbuds

Step 1: take both of the QCY T1s earbuds out of the battery box at the same time, and wait one of the
headphones blinking green.

Step 2: enable the phone Bluetooth and it will connected automatically.
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If you want to experience the single ear connection after stereo mode, you can following the steps below to
switch a mono mode connection.

Step 1: Reset your QCY T2C/T1S/QS2 TWS earbuds and delete the pairing record on your phone

Step 2: Take out one of the earbud and connect with your phone.

Step 3: You can also take the another earbud to pairing with another phone.

For Gearbest customers: If you've purchased QCY T2C/T1S/QS2
(https://www.gearbest.com/headsets/pp_009262243425.html?wid=1349303) from us and still have problem
after using these tips, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us. Just fill in the ticket with your questions
at our Support Center (https://login.gearbest.com/m-users-a-sign.htm?
type=1&ref=https://support.gearbest.com/index/login/login) and send it to us. We will do our best to deal
with your problem as soon as possible. We are always happy to help.
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